
An Evidence of the Wicked Spirit in High Place. 2018/03/15

The USA and UK establishment(Rockefeller and UK imperial the nobility hereditary) has

been strongly connecting with each other entirely for conserving their highest status quo.

Then their decisive,but evil task is entirely destroying change in ideology and politics due to

their enemy by causing fake flag wars and terrors..Almost terrible criminal events since the

9/11(2001)are caused by their conspiracy.Then why such fake becomes necessary ?.

Why the stubborn conflict between Russia and WEST(USA,UK,...)has been necessary ?

Russia sends STARK WARNING to Theresa May triggering ‘DANGEROUS
World War 3 fears’
https://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/930868/World-War-3-Russia-send-warning-Theresa-M

ay-after-spy-probe-Vladimir-Putin-Kremlin-Moscow

RUSSIA has sent a stark warning to Theresa May that has triggered World War 3 fears

following the UK’s promise to take action towards Vladimir Putin after the use of a nerve

agent on former double-agent Sergei Skripal and his daughter, it has emerged.

Following are news not from WEST.but Japanese language,so use Google translator.

Background of Russian army former information officer who was released from
Russian prison eight years ago and went to Britain collapsed with poison
https://plaza.rakuten.co.jp/condor33/diary/201803130000/

Secretary of State changed from Tillerson to Pompeo CIA Secretary in the
US, Secretary of the new CIA was involved in torture
https://plaza.rakuten.co.jp/condor33/diary/201803140000/

In this page,chemical weapon production in UK is refered.

The British government's madness that puts a final notice to the country with a
battle capability that exceeds the United States in a story without grounds (part 1)
https://plaza.rakuten.co.jp/condor33/diary/201803150000/

The British government has no grounds, 23 Russian diplomats expelled
from the country, British policy is on the verge of battle.
https://plaza.rakuten.co.jp/condor33/diary/201803150001/
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This is another big news from UK. Also his devotion in universal interpretation on universe

could not help,but relate with ideology as true intention of God..

Iconic Physicist Stephen Hawking Dies At 76
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/stephen-hawking-dead-obituary_us_55e9fa97e4b037

84e275e7c1

“We have this one life to appreciate the grand design of the universe,” Hawking once

remarked, “and for that, I am extremely grateful.”

－By what could universe be created ?－.
Not nothing never be considered beginning of this universe !.

Thereby our universe must be created from “nothing”.
Then we encounter difficulty that “nothing is nothing forever”.

This is exact logic low at now of our material world(the non contradiction*).

Thus we could not help;but recognize the nothing could become not nothing !.

This never be reasonable,but except that nothing can allow NOTHING LAW !!

Because,we never prove being of any law in nothing world !.

Thus,in beginning of universe,ALMIGHTY acted to create universe !!!.
Almighty is anything can be !, so there are nothing inequality !!.
Once Einstein told “God never throw dice”.

*Contradiction<Logic Theorem>:
Simultaneous true realization of proposition A=true and not A=true enable anything

B=true(realizable).It’s almighty world !,but not phenomena in our observable material world.

PS:Also author once bought his book and read.Now author feel an obligation both people

UK and Russia by their science education(Arctic climate emergency by UK,mathematics the

basis,quantum physics by Russia),.Thank to them,he might have exposed above truth.

Now we altogether has been heading Arctic Methane Catastrophe Extinction Risk,as for

which,people UK and Russian with all of global people must admit the being of supreme risk

toward urgent global co-operation on Arctic Cooling Engineering Implementation,so we

have no time to concern with any wars.Especially It is told East Siberian Arctic Shelf has

become most dangerous.Note USA president Trump once having killed by politically

assassination seems to have recently reincarnated to realize military peace between USA

and North Korea,so he could once again realize also that between USA and Russia. All of

global people must urgently construct ice wall intercepting Methane burst at there !!!.
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